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By Peter Clark
Daily Staff Writer

During the first week of classes,
students spent $1.7 million on textbooks at the Spartan Bookstore,
said Court Warren. director of textbooks at the bookstore.
But in recent years, manufacturers, such as RCA and Microsoft.
have attempted to overhaul the
ubiquity of textbooks by making
computers, CD-ROMs and electronic books. or "e -books. more
portable, durable and affordable.
Adobe Reader’s portable document format is available for free on
Its Web site and hooks can often be
purchased in PDF for half the price
of their print counterparts. but the
electronic library is limited.
At the size of a paperback. ehooks hold an average of lb megaht es of random access memory.
!lase up to a 40-hour battery life
and range in price from 51(10 to
$500 on the Internet according to
s :trains online merchants.
By downloading tiles onto
e -hooks, student, could avoid
purchasing the cumbersome and
expensive textbooks assigned by
professors.
Some students said they are
willing to try the e-books out.
" I’d try. anything." Jose Tejeda.
sophomore majoring in business
management. said.
"’They wanted $141) for a business hook. hut I went on eBay and
got it for 567’’

Chris Rose, who works in the
Spartan Bookstore, said he is unsure electronic textbixiks will replace traditional textbooks.
"Since the mid -’80s at textbook
conferences, they’ve been saying
that textbooks will be going electronic." Rose said.
"But that hasn’t happened."
The success of alternative textbooks widely depends on the will
of professors, who are responsible
for placing the orders for textbooks.
Karen Ries. who works Roberts
Bookstore located at 330 S. 10th
St., said she has not heard of electronic books and has not received
any requests from instructors for
electronic or alternative textbooks.
"If (professors) ask us for
something," Ries said. "we try to
find it."
Anthony Sanjume, associate director of textbooks at the Spartan
Bookstore, said there are very few
orders for non-traditional textbooks.
Most orders. Sanjume said. are
PDF files for computer science.
engineering and other technology driven fields.
Sanjume said he some students
will have financial difficulty purchasing non-traditional books.
He added that he thinks some
professors would be slower to incorporate the new technology into
their curriculum.
"(Electronic textb(oks) have
not made a big impact at this
point." Sanjume said.

By Christine Glarrow
Daily Stall Writer
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Mark Stamp. assistant professor of computer science, said he
has not come across any viable
aliernatise to textbooks and uses
a self -wntten manuscript as a text
for his classes.
"With the frustration of getting
a book published I thought about

putting one out on the Web myself," Stamp said. "But I haven’t
done that."
However. Stamp said he does
not rely chiefly on lectures and
printed texts to teach his classes.
Stamp said he puts detailed
PowerPoint presentations on his

personal Web site to supplement
the material he cos ers in lectures.
Saniumes. the associate
director, said the status quo will
remain until students adopt a
portable. sturdy and inexpensive
model and pressure professors to
order eleoronk lexthooks

Academic Senate looks to ’The Apprentice’ on the
change registration policies prowl for SJSU students
Students may have
to get advising
when withdrawing
from a class
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p.4
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The San Jose State University
Academic Senate is disk ussmg its Spring
agenda, including res isions of the drop
policy and priority registration.
Each of the committees that make up
the Academic Senate has its own list of
issues and policies to es aluate.
Susan McClory. chair of the Student
Success committee, said her committee
svill evaluate the drop policy.
Currently, students can drop classes
almost three weeks into the semester.
This makes it difficult for others to add

classes. McClory .01.1
To improve on this. the SIuuisiir
Success committee is discussing an Intel
vention to the drop policy. McClory said
The intervention would haw the student either take an (mime tutorial or see
an adviser. Mc( lory said.
The purpose of these interventions.
McClory said, is to make students ass are
of the effect dropping a class will has e
on them.
Eliza Brown, a sophomore majoring in
musk . said she can see that people might
not understand the effects of dropping
a class, but the idea of an intervention
would make the process more complicated.
Sometimes students don’t know what
they are getting themselses into until
later in the semester. Rrown said.
Another concern of the Student
Success committee is the number of
students receiving priority registration.
McClory said.
see IN)1.1(’IES. page 6

By Mayra Flores
Daily Staff Writer

The doors open into a chic
lobby. An attractive woman
behind the front desk asks the
men and women dressed in
sharp suits with hair to match
to wait. She lowers her head,
tucks a strand behind her car,
and tells the person on the
other end of the intercom that
they’re here to see him.
"Mr. Trump will see you
now," she says. If these
words make your pulse race,
maybe the following ones
will make you jump.
The popular reality TV
show, "The Apprentice," is
coming to San Jose. In fact,
San Jose State University
students and alumni are getting first dibs.
"I think it’s good that (the
Apprentice) is looking not

at Stanford, but (at SJSU),"
said Kirill Yermanov. a junior majoring in accounting.
"It shows that students in
San Jose can compete with
students at top-10 schools."
Students will be able to
meet the casting directors today at Rose Orchard Facility,
180 Rose Orchard Way. Suite
120, from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Some students in various
not just busidisciplines
watch the
ness majors
show on a regular basis.
"It encourages me and
my confidence level," said
Jennifer Saoud, a senior
majoring in management
information systems. "The
stress levels and the way
they manage others -- the
way they talk to one another
on screen."
Saoud said for prospective
student contestants to "be
confident and have a positive

attitude."
"(Trump) sounds like a
good guy." Saoud said. "He
expects a lot from people but
to share his knowledge is really good."
"(Trump) is a very successful man." Yermanov
said. "I heard he wrote a book
students can learn from."
"(The) networking is a
critical component," said
Laurie Morgan, a career consultant at the Career Center.
"It’s about who you know
and who knows you. This
gives you the opportunity to
be in the national spotlight.
The advantage of this is that
you get to show your skills
on a weekly basis."
"The disadvantage is that
it’s TV," Morgan said. "In
the end, it’s sensationalized.
There’s a lot of that element
see APPRENTICE, page 3
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English s oss el and consonant sounds. Milk I ss liable
words, and to educate them of
American cultural norms, particularly in business and social
interactions In addition, the
slims focuses on sentense intonation, the way the v me rises
or falls to cons
meaning.
kricca Von Pinnon, a sophomore majoring in child deselopment. said she thinks the
clinic will he very beneficial to
students who speak English as
a second language.
"The) will understand teat-hers better, as well as friends,
and people can understand
*we ACCENT. page 6
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WASTED DAYS AND WASTED NIGHTS

Playground rules apply to service courtesy
A woman pulls a young boy off to the side of a
building.
"Stand here until the bell rings," she says sternly.
"And keep your face on the wall."
The boy stares at the peeling, taupe -colored stucco
and pouts. He turns behind him and looks at the other
school children playing and looks up at his playground warden.
"That’ll teach you to throw tanbark." the woman
said, satisfied with her success at catching this rule
violator during her watch of yard duty.
Throwing sticks and name-calling were once such
a heinous crime that it warranted a timeout - or at
least your name on the board with a check mark beside it.
Fighting was an offense punishable by suspension
or expulsion - even the dreaded letter home to the
parents if they wanted to he cruel.
These rules utilized a common thread - keep it
safe for all people, keep it friendly to each other and
take care of yourself, others and the environment
around you.
So what was ever wrong about running the world
on playground rules? It never hurt anyone.
As we got pushed into an adult world, rules began

to take on another meaning - common courtesy be- just looking." or silence.
For those on the receiving end of rudeness, ask
came optional when it used to be a requirement.
Its something that is reciprocated only when yourself. "What have I done or neglected to do to this
someone else makes the first move, but chances are. person to deserve such discourtesy’?"
That’s usually where the answer lies.
most of the time it’s not.
Did I let my child trash this person’s
You walk into a boutique at the mall
store? Did I demand something that would
and a sales associate comes up to you
go against their store policy and perhaps
to say hi, but you’re on the phone comcost them their jobs without ever uttering
plaining to your friend about how had
a word of gratitude? Did I treat them like
customer service is at the mall.
a piece of excrement beneath my shoe,
The associate may pretend to ignore
whose purpose in life is to serve my every
it. but don’t expect to get good service
whim?
from that person after that.
A "maybe" answer to any variations of
"Why’? I hasen’t done anything?"
you might say. But you did.
these questions means that perhaps you
You don’t complain about your EUZABETN NGUYEN did.
friends on the phone to others in front of
Are your employees low on morale?
them, and you don’t ignore them when
Are they not working to their fullest pothey try to say "hello." So why is it all right to do it to tential’?
someone who is just trying to do their job?
It could be a matter of courtesy, or lack there of on
Shopping, dining and doing anything that requires the part the employer.
you to interact with other people while on the phone
Managers and supervisors oftentimes make the
should get you a timeout.
mistake of thinking their underlings are helpless withAnd the correct reply to "How are you doing to- out them.
t\tially this is not the case.
day’?" is "Fine, thank you. And you’!" and not "I’m

WORLD OF THE NO

The lowly sales associate, the administrative assistant, the mailroom clerk - are often swindled into
staying in a miserable job by empty promises of promotion, forced to train those who they believe are less
qualified for the position they believe they deserve.
Many of these employees - often feeling as
though they are considered the lowest common denominator -- look at upper management and see the
higher up someone gets on the totem pole. the less
work is required from that person.
In a way, that means the more managers you have,
the more work you have to do.
Employers sometimes assume that their underlings
are there to work for them, when in reality, it’s the often-ignored employees that need upper management
to assist them to better do their jobs.
So if you’re acting like an ill-behaved child, grow
up.
Regardless of how often courtesy is cis erlooked.
playground rules still apply in everyday life.

Elizabeth Nguyen is the Spartan Daily AitE editor.
"Wasted Days and Wasted Nights" appears every
Thursday.
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SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is pros ided free ot charge to students. faculty and malt members. The deadline tor entries is noon three
working days beton: the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bentel Hall. room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed I,, spartandailya.casa.sisu.edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY

chamber music will take place from 12:30 p.m. to
1:15 p.m. in the Music building Concert Hall. It
will feature the SJSU Small Jazz Band Ensemble
directed by Frank Sumarcs. For more infOrmation.
call the music office at 924-4673.

School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will
take place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more information, call the gallery office at
924-4330.

Chinese Mandarin Bible Fellowship
A meeting will take place from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Guadalupe room in the Student Union.

SJSU Art of Li% tog
"Silence of Mind" will take place from 11 a.m. to
noon in the Costanoan room in the Student Union.

African Awareness Month Planning Committee
The Black Athlete Hall of Fame Induction
Ceremony will take place from 6 p.m. to X p.m. 111
the Umunhum room in the Student Union.

Silicon Valley Leaders Symposium
A speech from the president of NVIDIA will take
place from noon to 1 p.m. in room 1X9 of the
Engineering building. Jen-Hsun H. Huang sitll
discuss the exciting challenges and opportunities
that lie ahead in the digital media era. For more
information. call Kate Shelton at 924-4086.

Society of Latino Engineers and Scientists
A general meeting ss ill take place at 6 p.m. in the
Costanoan room in the Student Union.
Delta Gamma Sorority
A "Hawaiian BBQ Social" will take place with
Delta Upsilon front 6:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the
sorority house at 360 E. Reed St. It will feature
karaoke and dating games. For more information.
call Gina at (650) 207-6796.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass ss ill take place at 12:10 p.m. "Faith
Formation" k% ill take place at 6 p.m. Scripture
reflection will take place at 7 p.m. The Alpha
Omega Student fel loss ship will meet at X p.m.
in the lounge. All ocnts %% ill take place in the
Catholic Campus Ministry For more information.
call Father Mike Carson at 9t8-1610.

Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers
A meeting will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room in the Student I !Mon. For more
information. call 644-0572.

School of Music
"The Listening Hour- concert series with solo and

For regular students, the journey of a school year Repeat.
that began in the fall is a little more than half over. In
Truth: The Spartan Daily often makes mistake,
these last five months, many may have noticed these because it is comprised of had writers. About tic,’ ,1
fat stacks of gray paper lying around campus, some them in all. actually. We just take on different al List. s
of them situated in blue metal boxes. Freshmen may and headshots each semester to give the illus I
still be wondering. "What are those things’?" while change. Personally, I’ve been here sharpening my
community college transfers are left asking. "Blue?" sword tor the better part of a dei. ide (hint hint. Ws
(That’s, like, the fifth color in the rainbow, by the really. really sharp now. San lose Mercury News) and
I’ve had about 12 dillerent pseudonyms.
way).
Well, you’re in for a treat. kiddies.
My fa% mile to date is "Chuy Atherton.’’
I gift to wear a hat %% Mt .1 slip of paper in
Because today we’re going to see what
goes on at a real -life newspaper. the camit that said "press.’ Mm. that was a cool
pus publication, Spartan Daily! Yeah,
hat.
just like the New York Times. But with
My. speaking of headshots, what’s up
less boring! And less integrity!
with the one I got stuck with this semesForget what you’ve heard in the halls,
ter? I mean. damn. Can I switch
No’?
read on bathroom stalls, or dreamt about
OK.
the Spartan Daily. I’m going to debunk
a few misconceptions about this two-bit
Myth: The Spartan Daily harbors a
KEVIN Y UEN
rag you hold in your hands. Kind of like
hidden agenda against blacks. Asians. the
a director’s commentary. Except I’m not
a director, just some guy. And what I say
means absolutely nothing. However, not unlike director’s commentaries, it will be largely unimportant and
lame (hut you’ve come so far, don’t give up now!).
Myth: Nobody reads the Spartan
Daily.
Truth: You read the Spartan
Daily. And so does that guy over
there. See him’? Yeah, him, waving
at you. Wait ...
The real truth: Nobody important reads the Spartan Daily.
Myth: The Spartan Daily ignores the real issues.
Truth: The Spartan Daily can’t
find the real issue’, 0111 oh!) and
simply changes the subject when
approached about ti. Spartan football sucks!

Greek system and the campus administra
tam.
Truth: The Spartan Daily has nothing against
blacks. Asians or the Greek system.
Myth: The Spartan Daily is printed in English.
Truth: Congratulations, you’se
been reading Chinese this whole
time.

"Forget what
you’ve heard in
the halls, read on
bathroom stalls,
or dreamt
about the
Spartan Daily."

Myth: The Spartan Daily may
makes mistakes in print due to the tact that we lose
a rotating door policy and each semester a new sless
of green -gilled reporters with little or no journalistic
background attempt to take the reins at the only daily
campus publication. And just when they get good
enough to handle it, they will exit for a new group of
students to try and get their feet wet. Lather. Rinse.

Myth: Paul Pfeiffer trom "The
Wonder Years" grew up to he
Marilyn Manson,
Truth: Wrong! Paul Nettie’
works at some law firm. And I hem
he loses the Spartan Daily. See ’
Important people do read this thi
after all.
Myth: All of the above is pt.

Truth: None of the above is
truth. Or any of this, even. Like
what I just wrote. Or that. Or that.
Ack. :1 rip in the time -space continuum. Gotta go.

Kevin Yuen is the Spartan Daily sports editor.
"SJSUCK" appears every Thursday
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OPINION PAGE POlICII I

Readers are encouraged
to express theinscIscs on the opinion page ssith a
letter to the editor.

A letter to the editor is a response to an issue or a
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to .axi words will he
considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and
length. Submissions must contain the author’s fli1011%
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed 01 the I.etters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bente!
Hall, Room 209. sent by fax to (40(4) 924-3237, e-mail
at spartandailyo,casa.sjsmedti or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, Sim Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San 30S4., CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus (Arne
Spartan !tally editiirs, not the staff.
Published main( ins and advertisements do mil
necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the
School of Journalism and Mass Communications iii
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New presidential aide
’confident’ in Kassing’s camp
By Traci Newell
Daily Stuff Writer

Zaynna Fakhreddine is now
serving as the new presidential
aide to San Jose State Unisersity
interim President Don Kassing.
Formerly an assistant to the
associate vice president of human
relations at SJSU. Fakhreddine
has been working in the president’s office since Jan. 5.
"This is what I would consider a great promotion for me."
Fakhreddine said. "There is a
great team in this office and. so
far. es eryone has been very welcoming to me."
As the president’s aide.
Fakhreddine will has(’ the opportunity to super’. Ise. for which
she said she did not have the opportunity at her position in human
relations.
"She’s territw Kassing said.
"Site adjusted within the hrst two
hours I think."
Fakhreddine said she was
looking forward to working with
Kassing.
"I’m closer to the heart of
15 hat ’s going on on campus,"
Fakhreddine said. "iKassing has
a great s mon for SJSU :mil lin
lint thrilled to he close enough to
hopefully play a role in that.’’
the presidential aide’s ti b is
to support Kassing in any way he
needs. Fakhreddine is in charge
ol scheduling and managing the
president’s office.
This position is not the first
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Deborah Stewart Hunt, an Elementary Education Certificate student, helps Blueprint,
pitbull, to a drink of water from the fountain in Paseo de

a 6 -month -old bluenose
Cesar Chavez.

Commute choices to SJSU...
from all over the region

!alma
By Sarah Holcomb
/huh/ Stuff Writer

XII

Lending a hand ...

opportunity Fakhreddine has had She said she believes the experito work with Kassing. Before ence of working there for four
Kassing became interim presi- years helped her move to a posident. he was the vice president tion with more responsibility.
for administution and finance at
Fakhreddine first came to
SJSU. Human relations was one SJSU in 20(10 when she was
of the units over which Kassing hired as the international student
presided. so Fakhreddine was adviser. She saw a posting for the
accustomed to his style of lead- position in human relations and
ership.
decided to take advantage of it.
"I vibe off a good leader." She landed the position shortly
Fakhreddine said. "It’s not al- after she applied and was there
ways about the work:
for almost four years
it’s about the leaderbefore getting the new
ship I’m around."
position in the presiFakhreddine
said
dent’s office.
she is excited to work
grew
Fakhreddine
for Kassing.
up and went to college
"I am confident
in Minnesota. She rein ()Cassino and the
ceived a Bachelor of
team he put together."
Science degree in psyFakhreddine said. "I
chology from St. Cloud
think the campus is
State University and
feeling the impact ia FAKHRE DDINE her Master of Science
him and his leadership
counseldegree
in
already."
ing and student personnel from
Fakhreddine said Kassing’s Minnesota
University.
State
leadership morn ales her, much Mankato. I las ing been a student
like that of Dona Bertain, associ- at two pre% ions state universiate s ice president of human rela- ties. Fakhreddine said she feels
tions at SAC, did at her previous familiar with how state university
job.
systems work.
"She had some great places
"I hope to learn how to be a
she wanted to go and I feed off good leader to those who report
Unit t’pc of energy." Fakhreddine to me," Fakhreddine said. "I hope
said.
to soak up some of I Kassing’s)
"There was nothing that she energy and s isnin to help shape
didn’t do in human relations)." my leadership style
Fakhreddine said she also
said Bertain. "We miss her %cry
hopes she will become a go-to
much."
she wants to
Fakhreddine said human rela- person on campus
tions was a great training ground he the one who can help answer
due to its fast -paced ens ’,lament. other people’s questions.

Three faculty members
up for excellence award

\

%SJSU

sCTRANSPORTATION
SOLUTIONS ::)

Wan AS Eco Pass. S..ISU students
employees can emoy unlimited rides..
all VIA buses &Light nail

Telephone 14081924 RIDE
Email tsaas sisu edu
Web wwwts sisu edu

Location Student Union. Main level
Iroom 2351
Mon f n 900 atn 430 pm

VIA Bus
sk-211. I II/ :4: Operates throughout Santa
Clara County
1.146
Also serves the Fremont
BART station

VIA Light Rail
. j. -sx i Two blocks from SJSU
Runs every 15 minutes
Free park and rides lots
,
available

Caltrain

Carpool & Vanpool
San Francisco - San Jose
Gilroy
Baby Bullet Express Service
to/from San Francisco in less
than an hour Free shuttle
offers connection between
Caltrain and SJSU

Highway 17 Express
111111111.111 Santa Cruz- San Jose
Discount Monthly passes
available at the Transportation
Solutions Center

Join a carpool or a SJSU
Vanpool Access carpool
lanes while reducing
commute costs

Park your bike free at any of
the five on campus
enclosure Guaranteed and
secure bike parking

Funded
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111.111111"..
11111b....
111%10".
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111111.1,

APPRENTICE - All nudors are eligible to audition
continued from page 1
in reality IN Just try to he as
stand ind
unique as pi issible
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Mind

ha%
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show mg Menisci% es. then toes
and why they ’d he perks t tor the
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l’he deadline he y ideotapes is
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San Jose is tone of 29 stops that
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law Angeles and San I hew
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Parking

Services
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Photos by Brian Connelly / Daily Staff
Above: Gladys Padilla, left, takes an
order from a customer during lunch
at Tandoori Oven in Los Gatos. The
restaurant specializes in North
Indian food, and has locations in
Los Gatos and Campbell.

Oven adds spice to life
By Angela Forte
Daily Staff Writer

Right: A plate of chicken tikka,
which consists of five pieces of
marinated chicken, is served with a
bed of basmati rice with naan and
cucumber salad at Tandoori Oven in
Los Gatos.

Resembling a high-tech company’s cafeteria with neon walls and
framed an. Tandoori Oven’s ambiance is not what is expected of an
Indian restaurant.

Below: larnail Singh, right, along
with another chef prepare food at
the Tandoori Oven restaurant in Los
Gatos.

III VIEW
111111C1CI.
ilifiThed

The Vault dresses up club scene
By Rachel Hill
Daily Staff Writer

With a high-class atmosphere
and pounding rhythmic beats,
the Vault Ultra Lounge offers
club goers the ultimate club experience.

III VII W
Its
Clara
in the
Jose’s
of the

location, NI W. Santa
St.. places the lounge
heart of downtown San
club scene. Co-owner
Vault. Doug Cookerly,

describes the club as having a
Vegas and Miami feel.
Set inside an historical old
hank, the nightclub took the edifice’s original intent and transformed it into an elegant lounge
setting. Despite the transtomialion, the club maintains the hank
theme with its name, the Vault.
The historical building hosts
two main dance rooms and it
large front entry room lined
with sofas and tiger-print pillows. A large. wooden staircase
leads to the upstairs dance floor.
which hosts one of the club’s
three bars. The upstairs dance

fills

ir plays mostly mainstream

hip-hop.
There’s a bar in every main
room, so drinks are never far
away. The lounge also offers
bottle-service.
Private rooms are also available at The Vault. There’s a
specific room kept for private
parties where they call play.
their own music. The second
semiprivate room holds the old
hunk vault. which is called the
red room and can be attained by
anyone who purchases three or

sat VAULT, page S

51.11Ty -

:11111

511111111-

aromas till the room and

songs of rhythmic chants emanate
from speakers, a good indication
the food is far from cafeteria style.
At Tandoori Oven, succulent
selections of lamb and chicken
marinate for up to 24 hours prior to
entering the tandoor a clay oven
that cooks fotx.1 in an expeditious
manner at a very high temperature
ensuring smoky and spiced flavors. These tender meats carry on
II) become the center of attention
in tikka and kabob dishes as well
as man. a traditional Indian bread
wrapped sandwiches.
The menu, inspired by the
Punjab region of Northern India
and Pakistan. oilers small plates,
specialties. curries, wraps. naafi.
sides and a distinct beverage menu
that remains loyal to tradition by
offering lassi. a yogurt drink, and
Sula. a wine from Bombay.
Most patrons eat the dishes independently or combine them for
an eclectic and scrumptious feast.
Try the Seckh kabob. ground
Iamb packed with chilies, ginger
and served with a side of vinegary cucumber salad. Smelling
like a fusion of exotic spices, it’s
an alternative to the Greek kabob
more zesty and less abundant

in onions - and kicks taste buds
into high gear without disastrous
breath. The lamb inflames the
mouth hut is tolerable when eaten
with the chilled cucumbers and a
plate of fluffy hasmati rice.
For guests who crave deep-fried
comfort cuisine, the samosas are a
must. Two pastry shells filled with
steaming cumin potatoes sit next to
a mound of saucy garbanzo beans.
A staff member suggests topping
off the samosa with a spsxmful of
mango chutney, which neutralizes
the cumin and helps to cool the
tongue, allowing other ingredients
to be more prominent.
If gourmets are not so inclined
to having a tingling mouth. the
chicken wrap is a perfect selection featuring the much -marinated
tandoori chicken, crisp cucumber
slices. tomatoes. and a sweet mint
chutney sauce all wrapped in a
large piece of warm, chewy naan.
The naan itself cats be eaten as
a snack or even as a meal if protein isn’t a priority. These stuffed
breads -- baked to order are
offered in nine flavors, including
Aka -spicy potato) and Keemaspicy ground lamb. They are tasty
alone (Sr when dipped in curry
sauce.
At two locations, ’me in
Campbell in the Pnmeyard
shopping center and the other in
downtown Los Gatos. Tandoori
Oven succeeds not only in exceptional cuisine hut service as
well. 11w uher-friendly cashiers
wait patiently while patrons decipher their orders and they even
offer samples of kabob and curry
to aid in their decision -making.
Orders are hrought to the table
in a tunelv manner along with

recited descriptions and additional
dish suggestions.
Tabletops are adorned with
metal tins of sauces and chutney s,
extra stherware. and stacks ot
napkins
Albeit liot a formal dining ambiance. Tandoori Oxen manages to
provide authentic Indian cuisine
at reasonable prices. An expensive dish V. ill run about $111.99.
an atypical price. Most dishes run
anywhere from $3.99 to $7.99. It’s
an ideal place !Or an inexpensive.
casual date, and parties sit two
can surely indulge themselves for
a mere $20 unless tempted hy
bottle of Sula shim/ for $20 II no
temptation occurs. settle for a Sohe
or a chai and call it a day When
hunger pangs occur, think beyond
burgers and hento boxes and endeavor to try Tandoori Oxen.
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:Veal Marrs / Daily Staff
An Alligator Tea, made from
hilidori, Southern Comfort,
coconut rum and pineapple June,
is served over ice at Britannia
Arms located on 173W. Santa
Clara St.

There is a lot about Britannia
Arms. or "The Brit." in downtown
San Jose that makes it unique among
all of the local bars.
Though it is no the only local bar
which identifies itself as an English
pub, it is the only bar employing
Nate Malay.
Which leads to the Alligator Tea.
which is a Matay specialty at the
bar.
Malay. who is a bartender at The
Brit, located at 173 W. Santa Clara
Si. said he learned of the Alligator
from another bartender outside
ot San Jose.

Daily Copy Editor

’A Love Song. to Hobby Long. based it Ilie llosei
/11 NLIga/Ille
Streei... feels like a la’) Smaller’) sum Mel da% %%1111 all the loop and toisisof
an emotional olici coastei

lit VII W

I Shan

John I tactilta 1,1.1). lbb) Long.
».olied tip Mei:nine protessoi cclio
cc mule. au a) his day. sIllitk1111!.(IfIllk
.11,1 tiOding flu" er qtitps "Oil Ins
longtime friend and lellou dm% [mod.
clen. lass son l’ines
iahnel Mach!
the Recruit" i.
the ox o men inhabit a run-dou n
slit. I.. lett to them M then late friend
leans.
in the hem h Quarter tit Nev.
clinging iii the 41inuni.hing
that then fortune. is ill ic%erse is hen

Lawson completes Bobby’s biography.
1 -heir I v es are turned upside
doccn is MA their late benefactor’s estranged daughter. l’urs Will I Scarlett
11111ansso111, shows up to claim her
childhood home.
I Ins shaky arrangement encounters
sev eral tests intro long -buried personal
sec rets as each itt [Mee Lindero,. luccers
put sites his Iii Ilef o%%11 eltISI%e &earns
it redemption.
Ira% olta delis CI’S a smashing perfor111,111Le in the lead role. right (limn to
the Southern drawl.
en vs hen tackling some of the
!mire constituted Malt Tue, it
er
feels like he’s hamming it up tor the
anlefa.

rrasolta has a chance to showcase
his musical talents, crooning a couple
11111r.’s as he strums the guitar.
Johansson iiiicc again plays the captivating ingenue as the headstrong and

Made from a mixture of Midon.
Southern Comfort. Malibu Coconut
Rum and pineapple juice. Alligator
Tea isn’t the strongest drink offered
at The Brit.
Malay said Alligator Tea is made
for the drinker who doesn’t care for
the taste of alcohol hut loves its et.
feels.
To a beer and scotch drinker.
Alligator Tea will probably taste like
every other fruity drink, at least tuiti,
the final sip.
"the drink, except for the last gull,
tastes like a pineapple Jolly Ranchei
ithout the aftertaste. However. it i.
the last svvig carries all of the pun.. I,
as a slit t of Southern Comfort.
And tor someone like myself
that ’s the best part

feisty Pursy
The only real needling critiosin is
that Johatisson looks too photogenic to
pull off the role ot "trailer-trash.- hut
she manages to make the character belies able by sheer cirtue of her talent.
Director Shamee Gabel use. lush
colors
such as bright blues. greens
and reds. to capture the %Me and essence of Ness UWeans and awn!. elaborate camera tricks that would feel out
of place in the film.
The dialogue is crisp and the brief
injections tit humor keep the audience
tin its toes.
The film is a captivating story gif
personal redemption and hope »Mk
artfully sidestepping the potential to
become NH, sugary.
If a run% iegoer feels like taking a
break from special-ertects-laden otiardry or sleep -inducing drama. "A
Lose Song for Bobby Long" is %North
shelling out SIO for.

more bottles.
The upper class surroundings do not inhibit the supply
of hip-hop beats. The pounding music seamlessly flows
from each room into the other
creating a feeling of dancing
euphoria. The backroom has
a more industrial appearance
and hosts the club’s most popular dance floor. At the peak
of the night, this dance area
becomes extremely crowded.
Carlos Amenzcua, also known
as DJ Remedy, provides the
music in the backroom.
Amenzcua spins old-school
hip-hop, R & Et, and neo-soul.
Keeping with the elegant
character of the lounge, its
dress code policy is strictly
enforced at the door. Cookerly
attributes the ridged dress code
to uphold the entire feeling of
the lounge.
"We really enforce the dress
code here," said Cookerly.
"When people dress up it creates an attitude for people
are wearIt’s differen:
Jennifer Seigul / Daily Stuff
ing jeans."
Cookerly sought to fill a Selina Lilies dances under a disco ball at The Vault on
void he saw in San Jose’s club Friday evening. The Vault, located on Santa Clara and
scene. With regards to the club First streets, is an ex -bank with dance floors, full bars and
scene, Cooked). said, "San stained-glass ceilings.The dress code is strictly enforced to
Jose has struggled with a level maintain the exotic atmosphere inside.
of class. (Clubs) don’t reall
time last Saturday night and said. "It
offer a unique style or flavor.
.
nice. Nicer than the bars l’s..’ been
They just copycat each other."
With this in mind. Cookerly sought to very high class."
The Vault’s growing reputation and fashmake the nightclub stand out among the rest
of the San Jose’s clubs by incorporating a ionable style allures CIO’
"I’m happy that we tinally has,: :in ultra
level of sophistication without compromising the music or the club’s clientele. Since lounge in San Jose." said Kairik Sankar. a
the club is considered to be highly stylish, regular patron of the club.
The Vault Ultra Lounge’, a tithian, c mid
Cookerly feels that it attracts a mature crowd
style is the perfect addition to the Sari .14 Ise
who are looking for a good time.
Patrons appreciate the classy ambiance. club scene. This lounge is cietinitt:I) ccorth
Aarti Khaladi visited the club for the first a visit.
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Jiang assumes new position
By Shannon Barry

After receiving support from why I like to learn language and
professors and applying for U.S. learn culture through learning
Daily Staff Writer
universities. Jiang said he ob- language."
tained a full scholarship for the
Jiang said although he has
William Jiang may be a famil- University of Illinois at Urbana- some knowledge of various laniar face on campus, but on Jan. Champaign’s comparative litera- guages. he realizes "the amazing
thing is if’ you don’t consistently
24. his cross-cultural work earned ture program.
To further continue his scholar- use a language, you are almost
him a new position as acting associate dean in the Office of Faculty ship. Jiang majored in library and giving it back."
information science, he said.
"It is great to be an instructor
Affairs.
"At that time, no one in China and to be influencing others."
"Dr. Jiang has been a wonderful addition to our office," said could support themselves." Jiang Jiang said in response to his apJoan Merdinger. interim associ- said. "Both of my parents were pearances on TV and the radio.
ate vice president in the office of chief engineers and their salary a regular on San Francisco’s
was about $12 to $15 a month. Chinese Radio FM 96.1. and more
faculty affairs. "He has already
Any fee from the U.S. was an as- than a dozen articles and presentastarted work on several projects
tronomical figure to the Chinese tions given around the world.
that particularly need attention."
at the time."
"On
numerous
occasions
Jiang said the office deals with
Diverting his interests once he helped bridge gaps between
many staff issues, including beneagain, Jiang decided to apply to (members of the University
fits, salary, grievances, tenure deColumbia University’s English Retention and Tenure committee)
cisions. promotion, immigration
and comparative literature pro- that allowed us to work through
and various roles and procedures.
gram for a doctorate.
difficulties that may have been
Settling into his first week in
Accepted on a four-year schol- insurmountable without his inhis new position, Jiang said he
arship. Jiang’s education now volvement." said Steven Millner.
is adjusting from being a profes- spans
four degrees and four uni- professor and chair of African
sor and active member on the versities,
he said.
American studies.
Retention and Tenure committee.
"I wanted to look at a field that
Merdinger said Jiang’s exper"I am still amazed with the %Sal more humanistic rather than
tise in academic human resources
multidimensionality WO this of- purely business." Jiang said. "I will help out the faculty with confice," he said.
decided to major in human re- tract interpretation, among other
Serving as a professor in the source management. My narrow things.
College of Business since 199a. field is compensation manage"We are working toward havJiang said he was heavily influ- ment."
ing a central site for information
enced by professors that came
A native speaker of Chinese about interior or campus-specific
to China from the United States with fair knowledge of Spanish funding proposals to assist faculty
while he was in the middle of and some knowledge of French who are developing their careers
graduate school.
and Japanese. Jiang said his mul- here at SJSU." Merdinger said.
"I was able to go to college as tilingual abilities have helped in
Jiang stresses his emphasis on
the first batch after the cultural his understanding of the business fairness, integrily. and justice, but
revolution." he said.
culture.
realizes he is one person.
Jiang added when the nation"Whatever you are doing is
"I am diversity embracing
wide college entrance exam sys- because of the variety of (lily) Ver)
LOMpared to the imtem was instituted in China, he backgrounds," Jiang said. "I am mensity tit the world in which
was able to participate even with- interested in learning about new there is SO much poverty and one
out a high school degree.
culture, ill the time and that’s class ruling another." Jiang said.
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POLICIES - Senate will evaluate faculty office hours
continued from page 1
"If too maiiy. people have priority registration. then it’s not priority registration," McClory said.
The committee’s role is to evaluate those who petition for priority
registration and see whether they
need it.
If a student is a part of an organization at SJSU
such as a
student athlete, a student officer, a
peer mentor or a disabled student
in the Disability Resource Center
and it conflicts with registration
and classes, they meet the criteria
for priority registration. McClory
said.
"I think (priority registration) is
definitely helpful especially for
athletes because we only have
set times that we can take classes,"
said junior Alli Adams, a member
of SJSC’s swim team. "We practice 20 hours a week."
Adams said she doesn’t see a
reason for changes to be made,
since she has never had a problem
registering.
The Instruction and Students
Affairs committee plans to work
on the statement of values for the
campus. said Terri Thames. chair
of the Instruction and Student
Affairs Committee. The committee
wants people to he aware of what
it means to he part of SJSU’s community and what values it strives
toward.
Associated Students President
Rachel Greathouse said this statement will also address students’
code of conduct and academic
integrity.

Greathouse said she wants students to value the campus and have
pride for it.
The committee is also going to
review requirements and standards
for green sheets to better communicate with students, Thames said.
The committee is looking for
things that would be included in
every class’s green sheet, such
as appropriate grading methods.
Greathouse said.
Greathouse said the Instruction
Affairs committee will also address the office hours policy for

"I think (priority
registration) is
definitely
helpful. ..."
Alli Adams,
SJSU athlete
professors
For mos; Itill-time professors,
five hours a V, cek should he designated Mice hours, according to an
Academic Senate report.
The committee will be addressing ways students and faculty
could better utilize office hours.
The Professional Standards
Policy Committee will be spending most of its time revising the
Retention Tenure and Promotion

Policy this year, said the committees Chair Shannon Bros.
The policy deals with the evaluation of faculty and is vital for the
campus, Bros said.
The committee’s objective is
to reduce and clarify the amount
of dossiers, which are the documents submitted by professors.
Bros said.
The dossiers are then reviewed
by deans, chairs and recruitment
all of which leads
committees
to a recommendation to the president, Bros said.
-We’ve gone to great effort to
include faculty, chairs and deans
in the process of revision." Bros
said.
The revision "will hopefully
make it a more positive experience for faculty." said Annette
Nellen. Academic Senate chair.
The Academic Senate will
also be looking at proposals for
enhancement of the general education program. what SJSU departments can do to have a more
diverse pool of applicants, and
whether they need a separate
committee for the athletics department. Nellen said.
At this point, no decisions hive
been made regarding these proposals.
The first annual Academic
Freedom Forum, co-sponsored
Faculty
with
the
California
Association, will be held on Feb.
II. from 10 a.m. to noon in the
Engineering auditorium.
The purpose of these forum,.
Nellen said, is to provide students
and faculty the opportunity to learn
more about academic freedom

rewinitiltieck
www.th=

Come on out ...

$2000

Scholarships
For Service Orientated Students

Leadership Awards
Do you know someone worthy
(il this honor?
Are you one of them?

Associated Students Executive Council Scholarship
10 $2000 Awards based on Merit
Associated Students St. S. Saffokl Scholarship
to $2000 Awards based on Merit and Need

We are actively seeking student
applicants for these awards.
Lorry Thomas / !hilly Staff

If you participate in any community
service or play a leadership role

Barry lvers, !eta sophmore majoring in communications, and Seung Lee, right.
a junior majoring in social science, promote the SJSU men’s volleyball games on
Wednesday afternoon. The team plays on Saturday in SPX 44 at 1 p.m. and at UC Santa
Cruz at 7 p.m.

either on campus or in the
community you should apply for
these scholarships!

Honoring the Unsung Heroes
of San Jose State University

Associated Students,
San .lose State University
holds one of the few
ceremonies on campus to
recognize and honor student
leaders who have demonstrated
their commitment to the
University Community.

ACCENT- First class starts on Tuesday
Few openings remain for the
Spring class, which meets on
Tuesdays and Thursdays beginthem better." Von Pinnon said.
For students there is no fee be- ning Feb. X.
In terms id class structure,
cause it is part of tuition, hut staff
and faculty pay $1(X). Individual the nine students meet with three
therapy is also available to faculty graduate clinicians each Tuesday.
and staff for $360, according to a according to a statement.
written statement.
The graduate clinicians follow
Patti Solomon -Rice, clinic co- up with their group of students
ordinator for the department of and locus on areas that need
communicative (list orders and sci- emphasis. according to the stateences. said the class cc as created ment.
to fulfill the group clinic requireAn area of emphasis "would
ment for graduate students pursu- he the trilled R." Solomon -Rice
ing a master’s degree in speech said.
language pathology in the College
"In Spanish. the R is trilled
of Education.
tor elongated and rolled,, while
"The students that attend love in English the it is not trilled
it. and lots (il students return." rand is brief and unrolled). We
Solomon -Rice said.
would help them misfit) the trill
"They benefit a great deal and ing of the It when producing R in
are always very thankful for our English words "
help."
Solomon -Rice said class enGrace Burgman. a second Se- rollment is diverse and accents
mester speech pathology masters vary.
student who taught the clink in
"We have students whose
Fall 2004, said that she acquired first languages arc VielliallieSe.
valuable experience interacting Spanish. Mandarin and Japanese."
vv ’tit adult clients of different cal
she said.
"I worked with adult clients
DOM PreSIMo, a first year
on intonation and word stress, master’s speech path( Ty situwhich prepared me for the real dent Mit) v. ill he instructing the
world," she said.
clinic this semester. said she
continued from page 1

expects challenges because she
doesn’t know any other languages
except for English.
"I am familiar Sy ith the articulation therapy aspeL i id the dink.
I will he shim nig I students) him
to form the sound, of English.
such as the falling pitch and rising
pitch of sentences." she said.
Although the clinic helps students with English. its intention
is mit to acculturate them Into
American vu c iii because most
tandems have lived in the United
States a w hilc
Yohan Falk, a third- year sin
dem lituiii ki ilea minoring in man
.igeinent iiuluu minion sysleins.
said he believes that the clinic in
%% Mild help 111111 adapt
some IS
easier I,, Anal it an culture.
-I am detimiely interested.
because I am an international
student and I think this class
would IwIp Me leant !mire :liana
culture as well as my
Mato,
prominc late in," Park said
Students. stall. and fat idly
whip would like to inquire ,,hitua
the c Imic may contact Idlen
ihichek. administrative coordina
tor id the department of commit disonfers and sciences at
Inc it
92.1 16)04.

For more information:
httpillscholarships.sjsu.edu
Click on "Distinctive Scholarships"
Deadline:

March 2, 2005

Pick up a Nomination form available
at the A.S. House or online at:

www.as.sjsu.edu

For more information:
408.924.6240

Deadline:

March 18,2005

H11111.1

non monerars

Associated Students encourages students applying for the A.S. Scholarship to also apply for the A.S.55 Award.
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Football
signs players

By Amber Sheldon

alo
r (ht.
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Dully Stuff Writer

By Aimee Threet
Daily Staff Writer

The San Jose State University baseball
team registered a 23-32-1 record last season
and lost three key players to the 2004 MLB
draft.

’the Spartan football team
added 13 players to its squad for
the 2005 season on Wednesday,
the tirst day of the National
Letter-of-Intent peritxt
Despite his late start at recruiting, head coach
Dick Tomey was
able to add an
array of players
to the team, all
the players %sere
recruited
from
(7alifornia high
schools and juTOMEY
nior college,.
-The late start ssas not ideal.
hut use were able to get players
that Is% ill bet helpful out of the
junior colleges and productive
players out of the high schools,said Tomes.
Among the new players are
two quarterbacks three running
backs, both offensi)e and detensice linemen, an offensive tackle
and a tight end.
defenMcCutcheon.
Fred
sive tackle. us as a second team
All-American during his career
at Long Beach City College.
Bernard Afutiti. detensice end,
was a two-time CalHi Sports
all -state SCIC3111,11 at Kaiser High
School In Fontana.
Coach b mimics s.iid he 1..ioks
to add more plasers during the
signing period. especially in the
San Jose and the surrounding Bay
Area.

PREVIEW
Head coach Sam Piraro said last year he
had to field a team that included many young
and inexperienced high school players.
which proved difficult at the NCAA level.
-There was a statistic last year where we
played 41 games with tour freshmen in the
lineup, and then we played 14 games with
Ike freshmen in the lineup." Piraro said.
"It’s difticuit to have that kind of pressure
on young plaers."
This year’s roster includes four freshman
and 14 minor college transfers.
Piraro said junior college players were
acquired to add maturity and experience.
-These guys are a little bit older and a little hit more sass
Piraro said. "Hopefully,
mentally, they won’t ride the roller coaster
that high school freshman go through. Former Yuba College pitcher Wes Porter
said being sucsessful this season is a matter of execution and getting things accomplished.
"We practice a lot and we’re definitely
close-knit.- Porter said. -We’xe been working reall!, hard. Si line of the notable players not returning
to the Spartans lineup are New York Mets
2004 draft pis k Matt Durkin, San Francisco
Chants draft pick Kevin Frandson and
Cleceland Indians selection Jose Amaya.
!limes er there are 12 returning lettermen. 1113IlltlIng 51% position players starters
and si pit, hers.
Nato said he expects a lot out of his
experienced players. such as infielders

Vronne Pingue / Daily File Photo
Spartan pinch runner James Bland dives back to first base during a pick -off attempt in a game last season.
Anthony Contreras. Dae Pierson .1111 21)04
hiime run leader Brandon Fromm. as sell as
outfielders Tr as is Becktel and Nate Corrick.
ear and ss, is ant
t.t1
atil
1
"Thev plaW
them to influence 0111* 11C31. pia) Cr, lit show
them 110)) its done and bring them alt fig,’’
said.
Starting pitcher ( ore), Cabral was the
lone Spartan named to the 2005 preseason
all -Western Athletic Conference team. He
went 6-8 %%Rh a 5 47 ERA last season.

Cabral said he di ieso’t harbor airc
tations for the upcoming campaign.
"You can always make expectations. hut
then when you don’t get us hat you expect,
like the last couple of sears. it just kind of
goes downhill." Cabral said. "We irs to play
hard every day and go game -by -game. Assistant coach Jason Bugg. a former
Spartan, is the newest member of the coaching staff.
-We have so many things to still improve

and get better, but we base a great
hunch it uvs to do it with,- Bugg said.
SJSU begins regular-season play on
Friday with a three -game series at top-30
ranked Cal Pol) Sall 1.uis Obispo.
"That’s going to be a real tough opener
for us going is er there, playing that club.Piraro said "We’ll learn a lot about ourseises next sseekend and will use that as
a starting point. We’re obviously going in
there to win.- Piraro said.
1111

CLASSIFIEDS
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
Activities Lew ii
r,nq for girl
Cornparticipants Woo a iii
orgs Set-up 8 deliver programs at assigned locations 5-10
hrs./wk $10 00/hr HS diploma
or equiv &some experience
Understand girl/gender issues
Forst Aid/CPR Cert (have
or can obtain) Basic math
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
LOS ALTOS GRILL
company vehicles Bilingual is
LOS ALTOS VILLAGE
a plus Avail Immediately Send
3RD
STREET LOS ALTOS GA cover letter A res to HR. Girl
233
OFFICE ASSISTANTBalloonatlea
Now Accepting applications for Scouts of Santa Clara Co
is looking for a PrT Office Asst
SERVERSBARTENDERS
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose.
MWF 8S 12-5pm or T-S
FRONT DOOR
CA 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
12 30-5pm Required skills
APPLY IN PERSON 233 3rd Email hr@girlscoutsolscc org
%raison Word 8 Publisher Ercei
Street iv San Antonio
No phone calls please 403FOF
typing invoices, filing 8 answer
ing phones E-mail your res to Monday-Friday 2 00pm-4 00pm
or
by app1 650 948 3524
TEACHER: PRIMARY PLUS
Jana ,vballoonatics corn or call
seeking PT afterschool teach14081 866-8206
ers working with students ages
4-14 Hours are 2 30-6 00pm
RECEPTIONIST/OPTOMETRY LEE’S SANDWICHES-NOW
HIRING, All positions available M -F Also seeking substitute
ASSISTANT: P/T, excellent
260 E Santa Clara Si @Sixth teachers which offer flexible
people skills a must Good
Si Next to New Civic Center/
schedules Exp a must Call
career starter Will train No
City
Hall Call 687-1015 or visit Cathy 244-1968 x0X16 or fax
exp nec 14081 956-0731
envw leesandwiches corn
resume to 248-7433
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th
$14 50 to START
school seeks responsible indiEDUCATION/
Certified Training Provided
viduals for extended daycare.
Suits All Majors
RECREATION
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
Great Resume Ego
units required Previous experihourly
KidsPark
TEACHER:
Flex Around Schedule
ence
with children preferred
childcare ctr Flex hours, priIMMEDIATE Openings
Call 244-1968 X16
marily
days
A
wknds
ECE
Call 408-436-9336
units mg Fun recreation
FunStudentWork corn
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
program Team environment
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
Benefits avail Visit www
WELCOME SACK SPARTANS,
kidspark coin (Ctr by Oakridge FIEC DEPT. Positions Open
Local valet company needs
Now
For Leaders Afterschool
Leslie
213-0970
or
Mall)
Call
enthusiastic & energetic indiElem Sch Age Child Care
email leske@kidspark corn
viduals to work al nearby malls
Recreation/Enrichment
FAX
260-7366
private events & country clubs
Programs PIT M -F 2-6 15pm
FT/PT available We will work
Pay Range $7 83-$11 32/hour
TUTORS NEEDED NOW!
around your busy school
starting depending on exp No
Strong
writing
skills
Grades
1st
schedule Must have clean
thru H S Mon -Fri 3-9pm (Flex ECE units req Call Kathy
DMV Lots of fun i$ earn good
408-354-8700X245
408.255.5247
hrs1$1200/mo
money Call 408-867-7275
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
We are currently hiring for
Prr positions We offer a great
working environment with day
8 evening shifts for responsible
and energetic people Apply in
person 2 00 to 4 00pm Mon or
Tues We are located in San
Pedro Square

EMPLOYMENT

WAITRESSES & DANCERS
No exp nec Will train Must be
21 Great $ PT Flex Hrs Call
408-292-3445 after 2 00pm
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Help
answer phones make copies
schedule A confirm appts. etc
Call 1408) 279-8080
P/T SALESPERSON: Cell
Phone Store $8-10/hr good
commissions Bilingual/Spanish
a plus Fax res to 995-5515 or
Email procomlIcioryahoo corn

FAX:

AtIMUNCEMENTS ROOMS for RENT. Convenient
location We are taking applications for rooms available on
So 13th Si near Santa Clara
CLUB/GREEK/ORG Si This is close to San Jose
State University near the heart
of San Jose You’ll be within
$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
walking
distance to enioying
SCHEDULING BONUS
SWIM TEACHERSYear
many of the downtown shops
4 hours of your groups time
round program indoor pool
8
restaurants
All rooms have
PLUS
frees
our free yes
Experience with children a
private entrances Each room
must Teaching experience not fundraising solutions EQUALS offers a private full bath. Ind.
earnings
51000-$2000
in
required AM/PM/WE shifts
victual air conditioning 8 a small
for your group Call TODAY
available Email resume to
refrigerator Monthly parking
for a MO bonus when you
sclavis@avac us
schedule your non -sales fund- passes may be available at an
raiser with CampusFundraiser additional cost Street parking
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
available Coin operated launContact CampusFundraiser
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
dry No pets Excellent value .
18881 923-3238 or Visit
Inlaid Toddler 8 Preschool
S575rmo PG&E Water Cable
campusfundraiser
Corn
WWW
Teachers 8 Aides Substitute
8 Garbage Paid No Deposit
positions, some with flexible
Required Building run by proschedules, are also availfessional managers Reserve
able ECE units are required
your 100m today Call i4081
for teacher positions but
254-4500 .ir orrodi
not reg for Aide positions
1,7
VIOPTOA..1
Excellent opportunity for Child SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto CA branch ol
Development maiors Call
the California Cryobank ,
Cathy tor an interview 18 244TIRED OF SHARING
1968516 or tax res to 248-7433 seeking men of all ethnintic,
A BATHROOM??
for our sperm donor program.
Come see slur huge
If you are currently attending
P/T NANNY & PARENT
2 bedroom 2 full bath
college or hold a BA degree
Delightful energetic children
over 1000 sq foot apartment
ages 3 8 5 Hours somewhat
you can earn up to $900/mo
Walking distance to SJSU
receive a free comprehensive
flexible Lt cooking Current
Newly remodeled
health screening A help infertile
CDL. First Aid, CPR 8
Laundry facilities
couples For more information
References Required Willow
Parking
or to apply online please visit
Glen location Call 297-7002
Security Gate
www cryobankdonors corn
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others. $1195 00/mo
ROOM & BOARD: Delta
408-947-0803
Gamma Sorority 8th & Reed
2 BDRM 1 BA APARTMENT
$510 Great Food/Fun
5 min walk to SJSU 7th @
Environment (408)286-0868
SPARTAN DAILY
Reed Cable included Carport
CLASSIFIEDS
Pricing $900/mo 408 268-0439
ROOM FOR RENT: Mabury,
DBH ROOM 209
White $500 1/4 Lads Lg on
Quiet neighborhood 347-1906
$8.00/HOUR
Register FREE
for jobs near
Campus or Home
student-setters corn

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SHARED HOUSING

RENTALBID_USIN_G

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
includes cinsmelici $69 00year
Save 3Cer -600. For into rail
1-800-655-3225 Of
www studentdental Corn or
WWW goldenwestdental corn

ACROSS

Clearly Print Your Ad Here
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110 wrote 1PICnle
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ro Gently
34 Wide-awake
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545 group
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ill eared pet

.0 rrira mortal
49 Chen shed
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34

3 -Line Minimum

.41

Hamper
Barbecue extra
Made ,nellow
Wmtismui army slack
Actress
Witherspoon
Rum nog shoe
1,1771.
Remedy
laugh ark ,y
Mute. notation
fliisned me
Aardvark s ..fier

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words.
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I 1 -day
2 -days
I 3 -days
4-days
5 -days

$5
?revere,. Die aunts.
$7
$9
_ _ tided.4op.naiartio.rpedsrnziyotrweg.:;
$11
$13 $3 P.’ w.rd

I SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Tim rate applies
I or
to =Hy ads only, no ther aura for other pinions
Ada mull be plated In penion in DOM 208
Chan lOsm to 3pen. STUDENT ID REQUIRED

Name
Address
City 8 State
ZIP
Phone
Send check or money order to (Sorry, no credit cards) to:
Spartan Dells Clasiiiftails. San Joao State University
San foga, California 95192-0119
Classifted desk is located in Dwight lintel Hall, Cm 209
Deadline: 10.00 d m two weekdays before publii ation
All ads are prepaid. No refunds on are elled (flecks.
Rates for (-rinser olive publk Main dates only
Questions? CALL 408.924.3277

Check a classification

LiLirst and found
DAnnouncernents
OCampuS Clubs
:Greek Messages
aventS
Volunteers
OFor Sale
DElectronirs
DWanted
Employment

cRental hOusiis,
29hared boos, .
:Real Estate
Services
;jHealthilleaut,
ZSPolts/Thriii..
LlInsurance
:-.1,Entertainme,
Travel
;.;Tutoring

alaEviOuS Pu12IF SOLVED

3 k
. iterier. rm.*
’ 1 0r vAdh resgent
gene portrayer
’I n4 cartel
toad car blaster
1.3nga neighbor
A/ Stand behind
Traveler s stop

61

For Nd.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT 408 241.8444
or 800 550.4900 Free Conlarentral

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE]

58

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace in 831-2520080,
Evagrace aol corn

SERVICES
EDMNG Term papers
Thesis $1 00/page Contact
Bobd9150 hotmail corn

59

Ad rates: 3 -line minimum

02/03/05

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
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4 More strctry
5 Give homework
6 Bangor rocale
7 undergo
combustion
8 inbute in verse
9 Beerier
10 Valhalla host
11 - vu
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is Fragrant stick
23 Join an
.15 New Jersey
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source
35 Platoon actor
18 Grumbles
41 Cleaned a
diskette
43
Man Fever
44 With suspicion
46 Irresponsible
one
47 Hard rolls

49 Odometer
button

50 Have a rash
St Hawaiian island
52 Not Ashdod

;7 0111116f staler
28 Weather in verse
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sharpened
55 Apply gold
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enter for a chance to win a free trip for you and a friend in our vacation
sweepstakes. you have priorities, an amazing vacation is one of them. whether
it’s at the beach, volunteering in the community, or on an adventure,
the choice is yours. for official rules, visit www.pwc.com/mypriorityvacation

,

1

,Aildfal

id

No purchase necessary

2 Must be at least 18 years of age. a student attending
this school and legal U S resident.
3 Must enter by 2/22/05 at 11:59PM EST
4. See Official Rules at www pwc corn/mypriontyyacation
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